
A packet of orders

Preface

These years are carried along by intense fantasies of 
battle and dejection. All over the world, from new york to 
moscow, a risky operation is being born, awaited with eager 
anticipation. Wars, revolutions, technical projects, all blended 
with panic, sharp joy and different camps of alert and ready 
people.

Humanity is roused. It is awaiting the signal. Mgnovyenya – 
and through the dim chaos of these times, a solemnly-legendary 
precedent is being set, breaking itself free, anticipating the roar 
of the inevitable event.

Technical instructions

“A packet of orders” is to be read in even segments, as if it 
were being fed through a machine. It should not be read with 
pseudo-classical bombast or pathetic flourishes. Words and 
phrases are to follow one another at a single speed. Significant 
world events are occurring, and the “packet” should be heard like 
a libretto of actual events. Order 05 may be read in unison with 
all readers; the phrases yield themselves to long pauses, while a 
calculated theory surfaces throughout orders 01-09. Order 10 is 
to be recited solely by the first reader.

Order 01

Forty thousand in a row.
Attention! Eyes on the pressure-gauge – fall in!
Iron-cast-looks.
Verify precision:
A shot is fired down the line.
The projectile – ten millimetres from the first man’s forehead.
30 foreheads are struck – discarded human beings.
One thousand from regiment A – to the east
Regiment 10 – to the west.
Twenty-nine thousand – at a stand still.

Order 02

Chronometres on duty.
To the machines.
Stand up.
Pause.
Supply attention.
Feed.
Contact.
Shunt.
Stop.
Thirty more seconds of endurance.



Switch.
Operation B.
Movement 2, movement 4.
Receiving.
Seven.
Twenty series at work.

Order 03

Doctors, to the ranks!
The temperature is rising.
It’s reaching ten degrees,
The first grouping of ten.
Small pause.
It’s reaching 100 degrees.
Longer pause.
One thousand E.
To the machines, the shovels, the microscopes.
Rising more than ever.
Five thousand.
One million C.
Thirty cities.
Twenty states.
Agitation.
Labour-attacks-expend.

Order 04

A prism of houses.
A packet of twenty blocks.
Compress it!
Flatten it into a parallelogram.
Squeeze it into thirty degree angles.
Pressing Worms with wheels.
Block-tank.
Diagonal movement.
Raze the shuddering streets.
one thousand free calories for the workers.

Order 05

Requiem for the graveyard of the planet.
A roar in the catacombs of the world.
Millions – to the hatches of the future!
Billions – hold firmly to your tools.
Forced labour of the mind.
Fetters of the heart.
Engineering philistines.
Drive geometry into them!
Gesture to them with logarithms.
Overthrow romance.
Normalized language from one pole to the other.



Phrases according to systems.
The boiler room’s dominion over speech.
Abolish literature!
Build tunnels with microphones.
magnify the sounds of propaganda.
The sky is red to sustain intensity.
The cog-wheels are moving at extreme speeds.
Brain-machines – get ready for shipments.
Cinema-eyes – prepare the installation.
Electro-nerves – get to work.
Artery-pipes – finish the job.

Order 06

Asia – turned to re.
America – a chord higher.
Africa – a flatter pitch.
Radio-capella-meister
Cyclon-cello-solo.
Bows are playing along forty towers.
An orchestra plays at the equator.
A symphony on Parallel 7.
A choir at the 6th meridien.
Electric-strings stretch to the centre of the earth.
Earth’s sphere is spinning in 4-4 time.
Four months of pianissimo are sounding in the orbits.
Four minutes of volcano-fortissimo.
A week is torn away from the year.
A crescendo of volcano-fortissimo is building:
The volcano is sustained for half a year.
Diminished back to nothing.
The orchestra has finished. 

Order 07

The distributing bureau in Monblanc.
The switchboard in Washington, the American detachment.
Radio Calcutta – news from the east.
The telegraph operator falls asleep on the shift.
She is easily replaced by 5’oclock.
The aero-platform is rising up to 10 000 kilometres.
20 million cripples are repaired.
Australian citizens are regenerated.
Canadians grow 30 years younger.
A census is taken of half a million athletes in under 3 minutes.
A summary of the census is compiled by tele-machinery in under 10 
minutes.
The sun is turned off at noon.
20 kilometres of words are written across the night sky.
Consciousness is distributed at the 30th parallel.
Forced readings at 20 kilometres per minute.
The sun is turned back on.
Everyone is roused – steps are falling into place.



Orders are given to jump to the heights.
Choose those with the most spring.
Humankind - tubes and pipes in the place of the larynx.
Listen to the athletes, their bodies are poetry.

Order 08

Gunfire on the black square.
Yellow cubes are flung towards electric-cranes.
Three dimensional events are scattered onto the flatness of a 
plane.
Move in circular motion.
Intersect along the lines.
Twenty centuries on a staircase.
The staircase folds into a plane.
Another rotation.
A speed of one million centuries per minute.
Press together.
Condense with precision.
Pause at attention.
Humans are introduced into the line with syringes.
Concentrate snowstorms into molecules.
Bring everything to the level of micro-atoms.
March on the main line from the poles to the equator.
A meeting takes place: the equator with the poles.

Order 09

Open war.
Body parts in heaps.
Stand in reserve.
Battle of hypnosis.
Backwards manoeuvres.
Mobilize the troops on the 4th line.
Battle of gases.
Reading the pressure-gauge.
The better players will burn.
Increasing oxygen.
Gas the enemy.
Brainwash.
Pause.
Spatial disorientation.
Turn on the passions of our time.
Fall into the dark mob.
Dams of people under dams of people.
Mad women, give birth!
Give birth quickly, immediately!

Order 10
Military order: six hundred cities up to par. Twenty cities – to be 
annihilated.




